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Editor’s Preface
The essays gathered in the five volumes of Nehad Selaiha: Selected
Essays are those selected by the author herself from the hundreds she
published in the weekly journal Al-Ahram (The Pyramids). Her
death at the beginning of 2017 left an enormous void in the
Egyptian and Arab theatre world. She was not only by far the most
widely read, widely informed and influential critic in this world,
but was a figure of considerable international stature and the
mentor and model for an entire generation of young Egyptian
performers, playwrights and scholars.
These collections, now long out of print, appeared in 2003 and
2004, approximately half way through Nehad Selaiha’s remarkable
career, and provide an impressive sampling of the range and depth of
her critical insight and interest. The first volume is largely devoted
to one of Selaiha’s central interests, the modern Egyptian Free
Theatre Movement, which has produced almost all of the
significant young directors, dramatists and actors in that
country for the past generation. The next two books report on
productions of various Arab dramatists, mostly Egyptian
and mostly in Cairo, but Selaiha’s wide-ranging interests take her
often to productions in other parts of Egypt, and eventually to
various festivals in other Arab nations.
The final two volumes, Cultural Encounters, discuss examples of
international, primarily European and American drama presented
in Egypt. Selaiha’s view is a cosmopolitan, international one (her
academic field was English literature, and she is as likely to quote
Shakespeare, Wordsworth or Eliot as she is some Arab authority)
but her view of even familiar classics, in the eyes of an educated
articulate contemporary Cairene woman, bring to these a
stimulating fresh perspective. Rarely does Selaiha confine herself to
the parameters of a conventional review, though she does generally
provide detailed comments on acting and staging, but she embeds
these observations in more general essays on the physical, social
and cultural context of each production, so that the reading of
these essays provides a unique insight not only into the current
theatre scene in the theatre capital of the Arab world, but into the
cultural context that surrounds that scene and gives it meaning
and resonance.

Marvin Carlson
Dec. 2019
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Carry on Doctor
Neil Simon's The Good Doctor at AUC

*

In the sixties, we all loved Chekhov, liberals and socialists, Right,
Left and middle-of-the-road. His works were widely available in
English and Arabic and you could get a fat volume of his short stories at
El-Sharq Bookshop downtown for literally a handful of piastres. For
the budding, literary talent, he was almost compulsory reading and for
the aspiring dramatist an absolute must Indeed, since the fifties, a
whole generation of playwrights had been assiduously following in his
footsteps, cultivating the poetry of the trivial and the mundane. And ih_
the critical jargon of the day, 'Chekhovian' was a term of the highest
praise. Nor were his plays away for long from the boards: in the space
of three years, I remember watching a triple-bill of Chekhovian farces at
El-Hakim theatre (now Mohamed Farid), a superb production of Uncle
Vanya by the National for which a Russian director by the name of
Leslie Platon was flown all the way from Moscow to assist the late
Egyptian director Kamal Yassin, and a four-hour production of The
Cherry Orchard by the Moscow-trained director Naguib Sorour,
starring the redoubtable Amina Rizq.
. The seventies witnessed the ebbing of the Chekhovian tide: the
National made a brave attempt to revive The Seagull, with Aida Abdel
Aziz as the vampirish Madame Arkadena, but the production folded up
after only three weeks, and when Samir El-Asfouri, shortly afterwards,
adapted the short story Ward No. 6 for El-Tali'a theatre (around 1979),

*

19.5.1994. In English.
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wit, and the familiar linguistic machinery seemed to go haywire,
plunging its users into total confusion. In the world of A Journey, no
signifier seemed able to hold on to its signified for long; when not
playing• truant, leaving a void or another in its place, the signified
showed an irritating habit of expanding, dividing and proliferating, or .
dressing itself in borrowed robes. Yet, despite the uniform hilarity of
the show, some sketches (particularly the scenes from David Ives' Sure
Thing, Neil Simon's Broadway Bound and Plaza Suite and Robert
Anderson's raucously funny and deeply perceptive I'm Herbert)
seemed to reach beyond the surface glitter towards some serious
insights into the nature of human discourse,· experience and even
consciousness. The barriers between truth and lies, experience and
memory, the factual and the imagined and even the self and the other are
revealed as dangerously tenuous and vulnerable; in old age, however,
they are likely to become completely blurred, mingling and melting
everything into one huge fiction. The old couple in I'm Herbert,
superbly played by Vana O'Brien and Allen Nause, who (both)
incredibly seemed to age thirty years or more in two minutes, slip and
slide between characters from the past, fighting all the while to hang on
to their identities (or their memories of such identities) and finally give
up, embracing all the remembered identities to themselves,.with all their
moments of happiness.
That an unpretentious comic collage like A Journey should have
more philosophical depth and stirring insights (if only in places) than a
self-confessedly serious drama, and a Pulitzer prize winner at that, is
surely a sobering and humbling thought. And, who knows? May be
that was the ultimate message and destination of this frolicsome
Journey. Sadly, it lasted only one night and ended all too soon.
23
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Perfect Crime
Beth Henley's Crimes of the Heart at the AUC

*

Playing Willey Loman in Walter Eysslinck's production of Miller's
Death of a Salesman over a year ago, Tom Glynn, who had recently
joined the AUC staff, gave his performance a distinctly Chekhovian
feel and ring. In his hands, the character grew gentler, more
fragile, acquiring an air of wistful innocence, of painful hesitancy and
child-like confusion. Loman's coarseness and vulgarity were played
in a lower key and his silly bravados were toned down so that
behind the loud blusterings you could almost catch the faint echo of
a ·soft whimper. Imperceptibly, through his subtle art, and perhaps
with the collusion of the director, Glynn moved the play closer to
Chekhov's world and Loman strongly evoked his uncle Vanya.
Not surprisingly then, when Glynn decided to direct a play for the
AUC theatre company he chose a text with a pronounced
Chekhovian flavour. Beth Henley's Crimes of the Heart, which won
her a Pulitzer for drama in 1981, is almost a reworking of Chekhov's
Three Sisters in a contemporary American setting - a kind of
sequel that transposes Chekhov's Olga, Masha and Irena in place
and time and traces their fortunes a few years on. One could easily
imagine the spinster Olga turning into the dowdy Lenny and seeking
a blind date through a lonely hearts comer, or the unhappily married
Masha committing adultery and shooting her silly teacher husband as
Babe does, or Irena leaving home in pursuit of hope and fulfillment
and coming back, like Meg, sadly disillusioned.
*

12.1.1995. In English.
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Like Chekhov, Henley presents us with characters frustrated in
their deeper
purposes,
but
she
carefully
avoids
sentimentalising or romanticising them. Her compassionate
portraits consistently mix the ludicrous with the tragic and are
never devoid of humour. The feeling-tone of the characters and
their shifting, elusive emotional reactions to one another, to
the pressing events and to their surroundings are conveyed with
a subtle economy through seemingly haphazard dialogue. And it is in
this respect that Henley comes closest to Chekhov. Despite a
complex melodramatic plot whichinvolves a suicide, an attempted
suicide, a shooting, an imminent de,ath, a failed career, insanity,
betrayal, desertion and an old vendetta, what occupies the foreground
are the fluctuating moods of the characters and the modulations of
their relationships. What remains firmly of interest to us throughout is
the growing affectionate bond between the sisters, their gradual
rediscovery of each other and their deepening intimacy. In this sense,
preparing coffee or a jug of lemonade, nibbling at a box of
chocolates or an apple, putting curlers in one's hair, sharing a joke,
airing old, petty resentments, exchanging confidences,
reminiscing about old times or ordering a birthday cake from the
nearby bakery become more significant events than adultery or
attempted murder. That is why when the play, which opens with Lenny
celebrating her birthday solo and lighting a single candle on a small
biscuit, ends with the three sisters blithely diving into a huge cake, we
are not irked by the fact that nothing has been resolved, that the plot
has been left in mid air.
Glynn's production successfully captured the mood of the play
and focused its main interest. In sharp contrast to the violent events we
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stage of Rania Farid Shawqi. Her performance as the loose-haired,
slightly flashy Puerto Rican Anitain the original Arthur Laurents'
script, made us feel as if we were in for a belly-dancing competition
between her and Abeer El-Sharqawi as Maria. What made it
worse was that the two young ladies were atrociously dressed in
the most horridly cacophonous combination of colours. All the efforts
of musician N abil Ali Maher and choreographer Atif Awad were
wasted on the two young ladies. At the end, what saved the
purloined show,

which ultimately looked like a horrendous

adulteration of an originally insipid show (despite Leonard Bernstein's
music and Stephen Sondheim's lyrics), was film star Hisham Abdel
Hamid. Indeed, whenever he appeared on stage, he made us feel as if
we were watching a different play.
The race issue here was replaced by the class issue and the story of
the much sinned-against Romeo and Juliet was re-enacted in terms of a
conflict between Zamalek and Bulaq, with the poor Abul-Ela bridge,
reduced to a foot-bridge by the stage designer, figuring prominently in
the set. This ludicrously farcical approximation of the well-known film
lasted for four and a half hours and the boredom drove me to tears. But
nothing, in terms of plain insipidity, could compare with Intu Fein Ya
Arab (Where Ara You Arabs?). Here, a burly singer bores you to tears
at the beginning, singing in horridly lugubrious tones about Arab unity
and the beloved homeland. When Wagdi El-Arabi appears in the role of
a deranged, idealistic citizen who thinks that he can achieve Arab unity
by inviting all the Arab kings and presidents to his humble abode in
Cairo (translated into an unsightly set with so many blocks bearing a
blood-red map of the Arab world), you breathe a sight of relief. But
from then on nothing happens. The burly singer keeps obtruding every
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and embracing cultural difference. The humour which underpinned
many of the scenes and confrontations, and broke out uproariously
sometimes, not only balanced the seriousness of the issues raised and
the grimness of the heroine's situation, but actually intensified them in a
deliciously ironical way. The Khamaseen winds which blow
throughout the play provide the atmosphere and form a rich, central
metaphor. The same technique is obvious in Thin Air where the act of
tight rope-walking, its thrills and hazards, becomes a poetic image
which sums up .and focuses the heroine's life and experience. Funny
that Coash should be giving us this little gem of a play during the same
season which inspired his earlier one and gave it its title.
The other three plays were - Me Jane (by Francesco Amendolia,
directed by Tom Coash), with the Jane of the title sitting in a tree in
search of security; Small Talk (by Laila Rifaat, also directed by
Coash), which centres on the lack of communication between parents
and children, and different values and cultures; and "99" (by Vaga,
directed by Tarek El-Etribi), where the mechanical reeling off of an
interminable list of celebrities from all over the world willy-:-ni1ly
expresses the levelling of all values and the confusion of the
postmodernist age. All were taut, witty and great.fun. The actors too,
and the production crew did a great job; and thanks to their brisk
efficiency, the performance of all five plays was accomplished in just
one hour and a half. If it had gone on longer, we would have all
suffocated.
In less than 10 days I was back at the AUC, this time to the Wallace
theatre, to. enjoy, in a double bill, Inji El-Solh's productions of
Salmawy's Next in Line and Come Back Tomorrow. The plays
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directions all at once, which occasionally fuzzes the focus, blurs or
dilutes the issues and confuses the emotional response of the viewer (or
reader). The structure conceived by Loomer is quite ambitious and
_complex: clusters of characters are grouped under one theme as
counterpoints and variations; and the themes are meant to intersect and
get tangled- gaining in depth and significance as they do. But in the
process of executing it, she seems to have been tom between the desire
to produce a serious satire which is also exciting, entertaining and
funny (a very worthy aim since feminist writing has long been accused
of being oppressively earnest, dull and humourless), and her moral,
didactic urge to ruthlessly expose, and, hopefully, right as many
wrongs as she can.
This conflict of directions shows through at many points in the play
and is quite distressing sometimes. It is acutely so in the first scene
which brings together a heavily corseted English woman from the
nineteenth century scheduled for a hysterectomy, a Chinese woman
from the eighteenth century whose toes are falling off as a result of
foot-binding, and a New York secretary from our time with suspected
breast cancer. (The device of intermingling cultural frames and different
epochs was tried earlier by British dramatist Caryl Churchill in the first
act of her Top Girls, but Loomer carefully sustains it throughout her
play). The ailments of the women, needless to say, are painful,
ultimately destructive, and far from funny: one will lose her uterus, the
second her foot, perhaps both feet, and the third her breasts and life.
And yet, while condemning the cultural practices and beauty myths
(gullibly swallowed by all three) which cause so much maiming and
suffering, Loomer bends over backwards to squeeze laughter out of the
women's placid acceptance of their suffering, blind acqueiscence to the
48

Living With Her Own Truth
Maria Irene Fornes in Egypt*
In the lyric that ends Promenade, one of Maria Irene Fomes's
earliest plays (it was first performed by the Judson Poets Theatre in
New York in 1965, with music by Al Carmines), the Mother says:
"You live with your own truth,/ I cannot live with it./ I have to live with
my own truth,/ Whether you like it or not." Having met Fornes on four
different occasions last week, I feel sure that this simple belief has been
the shaping and propelling force in her life and career. But truth in
Fomes's case is far from simple. It cannot be grasped cerebrally and
fixed in clear, rational statements. At once complex, paradoxical and
elusive, it has to be intuitively and viscerally rediscovered with every
new dawn. To say that it is a constant process of orientation towards
the self and the world, a ceaseless and fervent struggle to make sense of
life, acquire a degree of wisdom, and preserve one's integrity, capacity
for compassion, and faith in human nature, is the nearest one can get to
a verbal description of what Fornes means by her own ttuth.
"I know what madness is," says another lyric in Promenade:
"Madpess is lack of compassion" - not knowing "how another person

feels" of putting oneself "in their shoes". Twenty years later, in The

Conduct of Life (1985), we find this definition of madness embodied
in Orlando, an army lieutenant in some unspecified Latin American
country, who, in his thirst for "Money, power, adultation" - the only
things "that make a madman feel sure," according to the Promenade

*

26.11.1998.
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lyric - takes on the job of a torturer to gain promotion and savagely
abuses his wife and female servants. But even towards Orlando, Fornes
shows understanding and compassion. His madness is the product and
part of a more general and pervasive madness, of a "bad germ" that has
infected people's hearts and minds and caused them to rot. The impact
of having Nena, the destitute girl of twelve who has been kidnapped,
raped, tortured and imprisoned by him, voice this compassion is
shattering. Four scenes before his wife shoots him at the end of the
play, Nena says: "I want to conduct each day of my life in the best
possible way. I should value the things I have. And I should value all
those who are near me. And I should value the kindness that others
bestow upon me. And if someone should treat me unkindly, I should
not blind myself with rage, but I should see them and receive them,
since maybe they are in worse pain than me."
Such disarmingly simple, open and honest statements of faith often
contrast with chilling accounts and scenes of brutality and violent ends;
but the effect is never sentimental or sensational. The unconventional
structure of the plays, which often disregards plot, character
development, external logic and spatial conventions, and draws on
several non-literary sources and artistic genres (certain styles of
painting, the movies, opera, and modem dance), allows Fornes to be at
once deeply emotional and intriguingly theatrical.
I do not know what kind of childhood Fornes had in Havana
(where she was born) before she immigrated to the United States in
1945 at the age of 15. But I suspect it was not a very happy one, froms
something she said at a small luncheon party at the home of the
American cultural attaché. We were talking about names and how
52
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our of a need to express, protest, or explore, and to do this, the whole
of the self, and not just the ego or the conscious mind has to be
involved in the process." The act of creation, she went on to say,
is not an act of self-assertion; it is an act of surrender, of
'deliverance' which requires 'modesty' and 'humility'.
At the Theatre Institute of the Academy of Arts, where she spent 2
hours with the staff and students, she described having the chance to do
the work one wants to do without pressure or interference, or having to
worry about 'success' and the budget, as 'a real gift'. If a few people
whom one respects admire one's work, it is another 'gift'. Fornes
would not have survived on Broadway; wisely, she stayed off it,
working in small theatres, with artists and actors of kindred minds,
usually directing her own plays. She is a very visual director and works
closely with her lighting and set designers. "When I am writing, I see
my characters in real places. When I am directing, I treat the stage as a
canvas and I use lighting, movement, and set to paint it," she told her
audience at the Theatre Institute. It does not matter if it does not look
realistic; in fact, she hardly ever gives a thought to realism when she
structures her productions. "I like different levels and planes on the
stage, doors and windows that create the illusion of other spaces, and I
like to play with light and shadow," she said, adding, "if Picasso and
Dali can paint the way they do, why can't I?"

f

Fornes came to the theatre from the world of painting; she spent
three years in Paris training as a painter, followed by three years in
New York as a textile designer. That is why she is so blissfully free of
dramatic and theatrical conventions, or what she calls "the heavy burden
of Aristotle and his dramatic conflict." The decision to devote her life to
theatre was made after she watched Roger Blin's 1954 Paris production
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of Beckett's Waitingfor Godot. Of this experience she said: "I didn't
know a word of French. I had not read the play in English. But what
was happening in front of me had a profound impact without even
understanding a word. Imagine a writer whose theatricality is so
amazing and so important that you could see a play of his, not
understand one word, and be shook up. I remained in my seat for 10
minutes after the play ended. I could not move.

i

was alone in the

theatre; all the audience had gone. When I finally left that theatre, I felt
that my life was changed, that I was seeing everything with a different
clarity. I looked at the city, and it was not what it was before."
It took her six years, however, to produce her first play, The

Widow, which was published in Cuba as La Viuda in 1961. Tango
Palace, her first important play followed in 1964 and it clearly owes its
genesis to Beckett's two tramps in Godot. It shows two men, ill-fated
lovers, who create their own world - a highly theatrical space - and
enact the roles of seudcer-seduced, father-son, teacher-pupil,
masculine- feminine, each engaged in a metaphysical power struggle.
With The Successful Life of 3: A Skit for Vaudeville (in which He,
She, and 3 are involved in a love triangle), the awards started coming.
It won F<?rnes her first Obie Award in 1965, and the same year her
Promenade won her another. Of the latter Phyllis Mael says, it "mixes
wit and compassion, humour and tenderness, zaniness and social satire
as prisoners named 105 and 106 journey from prison out into the world
and back again." Stephen Holden adds in the New York Times that it
"is really more a choreographed oratorio than a conventional musical,"
and that "the music and language are reduced to artful basics: as in the
Virgil Thomson-Gertrude Stein operas."
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Dedicated and prolific, Fornes went on to produce more than two
dozen plays, spread over three decades, and they are all of the finest
quality. Unfortunately, none of them has been done into Arabic and the
texts are not available here even in English. Even to specialists, drama
and theatre students, writers, directors, critics, and students of
American literature, she had been, until this visit, a complete unknown.
This makes the initiative of the U.S. embassy and cultural centre who
arranged Fornes's first visit to Egypt and planned her successful
programme of workshops, talks and meetings all the more valuable. I,
personally, and all the young artists that have participated in this
programme, feel privileged that we got the chance to discover this
wonderful artist, get introduced to her dramatic world, and meet her in
person. Her unassuming simplicity and power of inspiration in the
workshops have enthralled the hearts of many and she will continue to
be remembered, and cherished, long after she has left us. She is truly,
in the words of Bonnie Marranca "an exemplary artist who through her
writing and teaching has created a life in the theatre away from the
crass hype that attends lesser beings."
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Beneath the Monica Bandwagon
Two Commercial Theatre Takes on
the Clinton/Lewinsky Affair*

Cheated, tricked, swindled, bamboozled and a dozen other such
synonyms will not suffice to adequately describe the kind of feeling
which will sneak up, viciously nag and then completely overwhelm you
as you watch Me, My Wife and Monica at Qasr El-Nil Theatre, and
which will continue to haunt and nettle you for days afterwards,
souring your temper. The title, which explicitly points in the direction
of the Clinton/Lewinsky scandal, tantalisingly promising, at worst, a
vulgar rehash of the affair (if such a thing is at all possible considering
the coarseness which marked its reporting in the media), and at best, an
ironical perspective on it, is nothing but a blatant conman's trick. We
are told that even among criminals and gangsters there is a code of
honour; and in the Egyptian commercial theatre, even at the bottom
rungs, such a code had always existed, even if it didn't boil down to
anything more than the dictum: Don't deceive the audience. It implicitly
meant that it didn't matter how many artistic atrocities were committed
on stage or how much you violated the critics' sensibilities so long as
the audience knew beforehand what they were letting themselves in,
and paying, for. But in Me, My Wife and Monica, with the hapless
Monica trailing behind in the title as an afterthought, this simplecode
was flagrantly ignored, making this miserable show a prime example of
theatrical roguery,. of taking money under false pretences.
*

28.10.1999. In Arabic.
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Dress is good entertainment and is occasionally actually refreshing. It
is well-made, crisp, fast-paced, audacious, relevant, and extremely
funny. And if it drags a bit in two scenes, has a little too many
stereotypes, and is not above offending feminists, one tends_ to soon

forget it, thanks to the actors who sweep us along. Sawsan Badr and
Nahla Salama gave delightful performances, openly adopting a broad
burlesque style, and many in the supporting cast brought zest and
freshness to the old stock-characters they were landed with. But it is
Yehya El-Fakharani who gives Kimo weight and coherence and
manages to prevent the serious issues it initially raises from becoming
completely submerged in laughter. He was scintillating, magnificently
diversified, richly subtle and thoroughly credible and sympathetic as
Bill Clinton.
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Delicate Balance
Maria-Irene Fornes' Abingdon Square
at the AUC

*

When Cuban-born American playwright and director Maria-Irene
Fornes visited Egypt in the spring of '99, no one here seemed to have
ever heard of her, let alone read or seen any of her forty-odd plays. Yet,
within two weeks, she managed to capture everybody's imagination,
creating firm, affectionate bonds with some, and making a powerful,
indelible impression on the minds of many. For the young artists who
attended her play-writing workshop at El-Tali' a (Avant-garde) theatre in
Ataba, or the theatre students who listened to her talk about he work at
the Academy of Arts, she was particularly inspiling and a liberating
force. The freshness of her understanding of theatre and approach to it
was exhilarating since, as she told her listeners, she followed no
dramatic rules, precepts or theories, had had no professional or
academic training in theatre (she was trained as a painter), had joined
the Thespian tribe only by a lucky accident (after attending Zero
Mostel's Ulysses in Nighttown and Roger Blin's production of Samuel
Beckett's Waiting for Godot in Paris in 1954), and, therefore, had
embarked on her career blissfully ignorant of the Western dramatic
heritage and happily unshackled by the awesomeness of its
achievements. She treated the stage as a canvas, she said, and always
worked closely from the start with her stage and lighting designers.
What intrigued her most initially, and eventually triggered off the
*

24.2.2000. In English.
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who comes into the house one day then disappears forever. Moreover,
despite the final reconciliation, Marion never recovers her child, and
Juster dies without telling her the child's whereabouts.
This constant clashing of living characters and conventional
situations transforms melodrama as a form into a metaphor for the
banality, superficiality, and stultifying moral and social conventionality
of ordinary life. To survive as human beings and not 'drown in
vagueness', as Marion feels at the beginning, the characters have to
break through their given stereotypes and keep on doing it throughout,
and this is the really thrilling dramatic conflict in Abingdon Square. It is
also a big and difficult challenge to any director who takes on the play.
Fornes usually directs her own plays and doesn't like anyone else
fiddling with them. In the case of Frank Bradley's production,
however, I think she would have approved. The play unfolded like a
series of images rescued from the ruthless flow of time (clearly marked
on a screen on the right), and though they had a certain touching
fadedness - the effect of the lighting and colour palette of the set and
costumes - they were clear-cut, carefully detailed, sensitively shaded
and very powerful. The style of acting, though strictly naturalistic, had
subtle variations ranging from the blithely exuberant and fervently
passionate to the tenderly muted and gently reserved. In contrast,
Timaree McCormick's set was predominantly abstract, consisting
rpostly of black geometric blocks placed on different levels,
representing different locations. At the back, instead of the two large
French doors indicated by Fornes in her stage directions, a big white
sheet was draped over what seemed like a rectangular frame. Initially,
the whole set is covered with white sheets, which gives the impression

I
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of a deserted house (as if the drama had already been played out and
ended, and what we are about to see is a recollection of distant events,
some photos in an old album). The dominant whiteness also carries
faint and disturbing hints of both death and innocence. As the play
progresses, the sheets are gradually removed, revealing more and more
of the severe blackness of the set, and marking the progression from
innocence to experience. The last sheet to be removed is the upright one
at the back, which at one point represented the attic where Marion
studied her Dante, frenzidely recited bits of his Purgatorio to strengthen
her mind and fight off the feeling of, drowning in vagueness. It is
removed at the moment she discovers her sexuality, in her brief
encounter with the glazier, and what it reveals is the living room of her
future apartment and place of exile at Abingdon Square. Unlike the part
of the set representing the conjugal home, the part of the rented
apartment we see features a realistic fireplace with a large mirror on top
(and here McCormick and the director followed Fornes's directions).
From that moment on, the two contrasting spaces exist simultaneously
in full view, translating in visual terms Marion's conflicting desires and
loyalties. One white sheet, however, remains in place until the very
end, the one which covers old Juster's bed, and it is only removed to
serve as his shroud.
Of Fornes's cherished doors and windows (her stage
directions mention seven) we saw only a shadowy one, at the far end
on one side. The rest were imaginary, or drawn by the light on the
floor of the set at different angles, with varying degrees of intensity
and shades of colour. This spacial fluidity, together with Hani
Araman's sensitive lighting design, gave the production a
dreamlike quality, the impression of something remembered rather
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than physically seen. The melodramatic plot receded to the
background and became insignificant, leaving one free to experience
with painful intensity the sad passage of time, the changing of the
seasons, the transience of happiness, and the relentless fading of light
and joy that inevitably accompanies growing up and voyaging
through the turbulent seas of experience.
But notwithstanding Bradley's and his artistic crew's imaginative
contributions, it is amazing that Abingdon Square came across so
well with such a young and relatively inexperienced cast. They did
their best and gave decent, credible performances. The surprise of the
evening, however, was Suzette Swanson. As Marion, she had the
biggest task and the heaviest burden. The success or failure of the
production hung pn her performance and she gave one that will
linger long in the memory.
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Art and Artifice
Yasmine Reza's Art at the

Aue*

It is often drummed into us that friends should be completely open
with each other and always tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth - so help them God. But how many friendships can
actually survive this kind of uncompromising honesty? According to
Yasmina Reza's international hit, Art (first performed in Paris in 1995
and recently at the AUC), practically none. At the end of the play, when
the storm whipped up by Serge's purchase of an absurdly expensive
white-on-white painting - which all but completely wrecks his 15-year
friendship with Mark and Yvan - finally subsides, and the three
friends decide on "a trial period" - "to try to rebuild a relationship
destroyed by word and deed" (as Yvan reports) - Serge confesses to
the audience in a monologue that he has already launched the trial period
with a lie. For how could he tell Mark, who intensely detested the
painting, that when he allowed him (in the previous scene) to draw a
skier on his white painting with a felt-tip - to show him that he cared
more about him than it, or the 200,000 francs he paid for it - that he
knew all along that ink from felt-tips was washable? Serge's confession
comes as a shock, a shattering revelation; what had seemed a heroic act
of sacrifice (or madness, as Yvan calls it), an irrefutable proof of love,
turns out to be nothing but a wise ruse, a cool, calculated deception.
Not that Mark deserves much sympathy; he shows none towards\
the follies and foibles of either of his two friends. In fact, there is a kind
*

28.2.2002. In English.
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forming an empty corner, with two elegant, imposing walls
forbiddingly bare - stretching on both sides and dwarfing the actors.
The only exits from this corner are two doors, one at the intersection of
the two walls, leading backstage, and another, facing it, in a straight
line, leading into the auditorium. Significantly, the latter is used only by
Yvan, while a glass-and-metal bar, placed outside the former
accentuates the idea of the corner into which the two other men are
trapped. Jeanne Arnold's costumes, ranging from neutral beige and
creme for Serge, brown and beige for Mark, and black and white for
Yvan, acted like subtle psychological hints, while Hani
Araman's lighting and Hazem Shebl's technical directing guaranteed
the seamless flow of the action in and out of the characters and
between their respective flats.·
In the play's programme, Bradley "thanks Pam for the idea of
doing Art." I do not know who Pam is; but I would like to hug her for
the pleasure and many insights this production has given me and a lot of
other people.
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Jacqueline/Irene, Lama El-Hatow as Tanya/Sonia, Asser Yassin as
Enrique, Nick and Malko and Hany Seif as the Man gave convincing,
well controlled and orchestrated performances and Jeanne Arnold's
costumes and Stancil Campbell's lighting provided them with an
intelligently supportive, protective visual frame.
The set, by Scott Wedlin, was another remarkable feature of this
production. A row of tilted door-frames in the centre led to the back,
creating the effect of a deep tunnel, while a set of panels on wheels,
manipulated by the Man's black-clad, forbidding assistants (Diana
Brauch, Dalia Kholeif, Vanessa Korany, Yosra El-Lozy,, Wael
Mohassed, and Shaymaa Shoukry)- an innovative departure from the
author's stage-directions)- served to construct the different locations.
At certain moments, they were wheeled round in circles at great speed,
creating a strong sensation of giddiness, and at others they vividly
expressed the instability and fragility of the world the characteis inhabit.
At the end, the six assistants join the Man and the Director :.;lt the back,
forming a gruesome black wall which menacingly advances from the
shadows toward the remaining victims, Daniel and Nick, tc? crush them.
This is theatrically more effective than just having two mer1 attack
them, as in the text. As father and son shout out their defiance of fear
in the face of this approaching terror, the lights black out. Thp
defiant cries continue to ring in the darkness and we carry thei.r
mes�age with us as we leave the theatre. They are "voices from beyond
the dkk," to use the title of a new work by Dorfman, and their
message say�: To break the wall of silence is not easy. First, you
have to overcome fear. As their liberator says in his preface to
Voices: "There is always fear at the beginning of every voyage, fear
and its evil twin, violence, beginning every voyage into courage."
----------- 104 ------------

know what I am talking about. And it is not very pleasant. People are
herded under one rubric (Arabs, Muslims, Americans, Christians,
Jews, Asians, or what you will, regardless of the glaring fact of
subcultures and ethnic multiplicity) and expected to behave according to
a rigid set of precepts and practices imposed by god knows whom.
Individuality seems to be dead and mutual distrust is advocated; things
you, and others, have long believed in and cherished are branded as
anti-Islamic, anti-Semitic or anti-national; the veil has come to be
mandatory, the mark of female Islamic identity (in capital letters),
though it has been historicaHy a mark of female oppression in many
patriarchal cultures and religions, and all the values that humanity has
long cherished and fought for are claimed as the property of one set of
people to the exclusion of all else.
What Khalid El-Sawy did in his Messing with the Mind, whether
he meant it or not, was airicng these dilemmas, albeit without giving
much thought to their c01nplexity. Consciously, he planned an agit
prop-cum-political-cabaret performance which used the modes of
parody, grotesque, farce air1d meta-theatre and harnessed them together
within the framework of a television phone-in-cum-talk-show with a
live audience. Unfortunately, or fortunately for some, we, the hapless'
Al-Hanager audience, were the victims. Having been bullied into the
auditorium, we discovered that we had been autocrat�cally cast by the
author-director-scenographer, sound and set-designer and star of the
show, Khalid El-Sawy, into the role of paid Studio audience at a live
T.V. show. And since the security were dressed as American marines,
the message was, quite and tediously obvious, that our media, indeed
our whole lives were run by the U.S.
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An American Take on Iraq
Naomi Wallace's The Retreating Country
at the AUC

*

When Yara Atef, a Theatre/Broadcast Journalism senior at the
AUC, rang up to invite me to a performance she was doing at the
Howard theatre as a senior project on 26 and 27 February, it did not
occur to me to ask what the play was or who was directing. I had
watched her in several AUC productions over the past two years and
have been consistently impressed by her vigorous stage presence, her
robust, unsentimental approach to acting and her intense, finely detailed
physical interpretation of often difficult and complex parts, well beyond
her years or scope of experience. It would be interesting to watch her
tackling another part and see how far she has developed. "Lovely.
Thanks for telling me," was all I said. The same evening I got a call
from Ferial Ghazoul, an expatriate Iraqi professor of Arabic literature
at the AUC, telling me there would be a play about Iraq written by
a woman at the Howard on the same dates. It turned out to be the
same performance Yara had mentioned. I automatically
assumed the playwright was Iraqi and this made the project seem
more interesting. It is not often that one gets to see plays by Iraqi
women, and there are such a few of them around.
I went to the theatre expecting a play in Arabic. There was a big
crowd and a crush at the door. I was handed a programme as I
squeezed my way through but did not get the chance to look at it. The
*
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few minutes before the performance were taken up with finding my
seat, watching more and more people streatming in and wondering
with growing anxiety how many more that small hall could
accommodate and whether there would be enough oxygen to go
round. I was also frantically trying to shrink my legs somehow to half
their size and stuff them under the chair to make a bit more room for
the steadily growing rows of people sitting on the floor in front of
me. And all the while I was grappling with a painful wave of
nostalgia which assailed me as soon as I heard the old Iraqi songs
playing in the background.
The singing faded as the lights dimmed. When they came up
again, Yara, in old, faded jeans and a shirt was lying on the floor,
straight on her back, holding a hardcover book that hid her face. If
you. didn't know who was playing you wouldn't be able to tell if the
•
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figure was of a man of a woman. This turned out to be significant
later on when I discovered that the character in the original play was
an Iraqi man called Ali. At that moment, however, it seemed of little
import. Just a curious detail. She slowly sat up, trying to balance the
heavy book first on three fingers, then on her head, carefully got up
and walked around with it in measured steps before flicking her head
back and letting it drop. When she finally spoke, telling us that
nowadays expensive books like the one she had been playing with
could be picked up at the side of the road for next to nothing, I was
quite startled. She was obviously speaking of Iraq; but why in
English? Still assuming that the writer was Iraqi, l thought that
perhaps she had written the play in exile for an English-speaking
audience or had wanted to distance her subject from herself
emotionally to preserve its dramatic integrity and avoid sentimentality.
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memories, harrowing memories, funny anecdotes, documented facts,
hard statistics, snatches of poetry (Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Hart
Crane and Robert Frost) and two vivid vignettes of a family member
and a friend.
The two portraits pick out the most distinctive and somewhat
unusual features of their subjects and render them dramatically, with
affectionate humour and loving care, through the words, voice and
movement of the speaker. The first is of a beloved dyslexic friend,
called Samir Saboura, who was tall and handsome, had big, black eyes,
could tell jokes, recognise a book by its smell, recited poetry at the most
inopportune moments and walked like a pigeon. The second is of a
dear, eccentric grandmother, tall and hard as a big stick, who "drank
her coffee out of a Campbell's Soup can" because she loved everything
American, was a bit of a blasphemer, had only three teeth in front, sang
her lullabies "like an old soft motor, clinking and clanking" and
maintained "that song was not in the tooth but in the roof of the mouth,
where God lives." As grandma Lak'aa Faseeh Zayer, as she is called,
and the dyslexic Samir Saboura threaded their way through Yara's
monologue, sometimes stepping into the centre, at others receding to
the margins, they seemed to acquire a physical presence and become
characters in their own right, as real as the speaker facing us who
conjured them into being.
And because we get to love them, the news of their deaths and the
barbarous, ignominious manner in which both are killed hit us with the
full force of a cannon ball. The bare, simple, matter of fact style in
which both deaths were reported and the eerily quiet and even voice in
which Yara delivered the words contrasted sharply, disconcertingly,
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sexually-frustrated male nurse, entering to re-enact a suicide episode,
involving a different, unnamed man, which Judy had described earlier
in the play, puts paid to any such pat solutions. Humanity seems very
much still around, unless, of course, you choose to view Jerry's action
as yet another recollection dragged in at the last minute as an after
thought.
Tales of the Lost Formicans remains something of a quiz till the
end and the constant juggling of reality and fantasy, of the Aliens' and
the human perspectives, does not allow for a full, coherent narrative.
The stories of the characters, all mundane, are riddled with information
gaps and projected in brief flashes that don't seem to build up to
anything or lead anywhere. This structural strategy, however - which
works against any logical, narrative sequence building up, making each
scene almost an independent unit, and subtly plays the scenes against
each other - has the effect of throwing the characters' feelings
and states of mind into sharp relief and focusing the thematic web of
the play. The range of feelings and themes covered in the play
includes failure, loneliness, frustration, disappointment, betrayal,
despair, lack of communication, the fragility and transience of human
life and love, the illusory nature of time, the unreliability of memory,
the relentless decaying of the body and mind and inevitability of death.

But there is also affection, compassion, a glimpse of hope, the
consolation of dreams and fantasies, and moments of mystical peace or
elusive epiphanies. By the end of the play, one doesn't care whether the
characters are aliens, spirits or living human beings; what ultimately
matters to us and touches us deeply are Cathy's profound care for her
father and son, Judy's plucky determination to try anything to go on
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commissioned and promptly executed. But just when everything
seemed ready and poised for the start, the Bush administration put a
spanner in the works and launched their military campaign on Iraq.
A postponement was inevitable. When the project was revived a
year later, politics seemed to be still grimly dogging its fortunes. All
over the media, gruesome images of hooded Iraqi prisoners and wailing
women outside the barbed wire fences of Abu Ghraib alternated with
shocking, gory ones from Gaza. To put off the project once more,
however, in the hope of better times was impractical; indeed, since the
situation in Iraq and Palestine keeps getting grimmer by the hour, with
no signs of letting up, it would amount to putting the whole idea in cold
storage. Better now than never, it was decided.
The play opened at Al-Hanager Centre last Tuesday where it played
five nights to good houses before closing to prepare for a tour of
Fayyoum, Menya and Ismailia. Seth Gordon had auditioned scores of
actors before picking an excellent 20-member cast led by Sayed Ragab
as the narrator/stage-manager, Salwa Mohamed Ali and Mohsen Hilmi
(her husband in real life) as Dr. and Mrs. Gibbs, Ahmed Mukhtar and
Azza El-Husseini as Mr. and Mrs. Webb, Shady El-Dali anq Dalia
El-Guindi as the young romantic couple: George Gibbs and Emily
Webb, Tariq Sa'id as cons.table Warren and Hamada Shousha as the
unhappy, drunken church organist. His direction meticulously followed
Wilder's text and stage directions (as he had announced in a press
conference a week before the opening), sticking to the play's three-acts
and-two-intervals arrangement (rarely used in Egypt nowadays) and
attempting no new reading. With a minimalist set, consisting of two
door-frames, two step-ladders, a couple of tables and a few chairs,
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A Dearth of Mirth
Journees Theâtrales de Carthage*
In the grave-diggers scene, Hamlet stumbles upon the skull of
Yorick - a "fellow of infinite jest, of most excellent fancy." Gone are
his gibes, his gambols, his songs: the clown is dead, and nothing
remains of him but the macabre grin of death.
The image of Yorick haunted me during the week I spent in Tunis
=-==~
to attend the 6th International Festival Joumees Theâtrales de Carthage.
Laughter, I had been told, would be the central theme this year; but of
laughter I found very little, and that little was hollow and devoid of
mirth.
Ominously, the Festival's poster which greeted us at the airport
showed a dead clown, sprawled on a stage, with the curtains down. On
top of him, on one side of the red curtains, a huge, ugly mouth gaped
open. No wonder that many of the papers delivered at the major
symposium which carried the title Theatre et Rire dealt with the close
link between laughter and death, both in modem European drama and in
many African folk traditions. Laughter as an affirmation of life in the
face of death, as a mockery of death, was a recurrent motif. But who
wins in the end? Doesn't the warm, living smile invariably give way to
the grin of the skull?
In the morning, we pondered the death of the clown, and in the
evening, the smell of mortality chased us into the theatres and clung to
the shows. No happy endings here, but a lot of sad ones and plenty of

*
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corpses. Tunisia alone supplied no less than seven: four in
Fadhel Jaibi's Familia which used the murder-mystery formula to
argue, in a grotesque, quasi-surrealistic manner, the unknowability of
the truth; Ionesco's La Leron, adapted by El-Habib El-Sa'idi, gave
us another, with the murder of the student by her deranged
professor; the one-man Makki and Zakiya, proficiently conducted
by Lamin El-Nahdi, ends with a suicide; an adaptation of
Carmen ends with the destruction
of the heroine, and
Mohamed El-Edrisi's modernisation of the legend of Don Juan
(set in a place reminiscent of present-day Beirut) ends with the
fire of civil war engulfing everybody, including Don Juan, of course.
The hell of civil war again provided the subject of Lebanon's
Rabbits and Saints, while the current deplorable upheavals in
Algeria formed the theme of the Algerian one:-woman show, The
Wounded Smile. How any of those shows (plus Zaire's Misery,
or Syria's Before the Snow Melts or Before the Thaw, or Libya's
The Living Dead, or Iraq's The Lost Existence, and a host of other
plays) could be ranked as comedies quite beats me! Even the term
'black comedy' would not serve the purpose in many cases. I felt
duped; who is laughing at whom? I had come looking for Le Rire
and everywhere I turned I saw nothing but misery and la Mort.
But this is not the whole story. Arab theatre festivals are
notorious for their lack of organisation. But this time the confusion
and disorder were monumental. It was like watching a great edifice
crumble right before your eyes. We arrived at the airport at 4.15 to
be told that the opening ceremony would take place at five! By the
time we reached the hotel it was already 4.45 ! At the Municipal
theatre where the opening took place we heard rumours that Lenin
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El-Ramly's El-Kabous (The Nightmare) was playing the same
evening - but where and when? Nobody could tell us. The
following morning we went in search of El-Ramly and found him in
a white rage. He had already submitted a written, formal complaint
to the Egyptian ambassador in Tunisia. El-Kabous had been
assigned to an out-of-the-way, ill-fitted and illequipped hall and was
given no publicity. The result? Only 30 people attended, most of
them embassy staff. What about In Plain Arabic which was
supposed to come to the festival? The Tunisian authorities got cold feet
at the last moment and decided to forget it. Star comedian Mohamed
Subhi, a guest of honour, and the director of the play, took the matter
up with the director of the Carthage Festival, El-Munsif El-Suessi;
but the dialogue yielded nothing except the confirmation of our need
for more democracy and freedom of speech in the Arab world.
But El-Ramly was not singular in his calamity. Other artists suffered
a similar fate, and the frustration at the lack of publicity and information
was unanimous. I, myself, spent the whole of the three first days
chasing after simple, honest-to-God facts and could not find them. The
date I was supposed to deliver my paper, or my 'collogue', remained a
mystery until 12.30 the night before, and going to the theatre felt like a
proper pot-luck game. When the festival's book, or catalogue, finally
arrived, I was advised not to depend on it for programming my viewing
schedule. 'There will be lots of changes,' I was told.
Fortunately, I did not lose much. Much of the festival was a rehash
- things one had already seen in other festivals; the two Iraqi entries,
for instance. I saw in Baghdad as far back as 1987, and Familia was
with us last month at the Cairo International Experimental Theatre
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will account for more than half the theatrical fare on offer. l n the central
seminar too, on theatre and the Arab folk heritage, Saudi Arabia and
Libya are heavily represented, with five participants from the former
and three from the latter. It beats me how in the absence of any
theatrical practice anyone can churn out so much theory. One good
thing however may come out of this paradox: the widely publicised
Saudi presence may convince some of our bigoted fundamentalists that
theatre is after all legitimate and not haram.
• On the Egyptian side, nine productions will hopefully be taking part
- though two of them are not yet quite ready. Of the nine, six come
from the Cultural Palaces Organisation - Muhrat El-Waqt (The Horse
of Time) from Beni Mazar; Hilm Yusef (Joseph's Dream) from Port
Said; Ya Tali' El-Shagara (0 Tree Climber) from Zefta; and Antara,
El-Su'ud Lil Qal'a (Ascent to the Citadel), and El-Shuttar wa
El-'Ayareen (Thieves and Tramps) from Cairo. From the State Theatre
Organisation, there are only two productions: El-Hilaliyah and
Scheherazade (an eloquent testimony of that body's chronic lassitude),
and from the Free Theatre groups we have only El-Warsha's Tides of
Night.
The appointed viewing committee (which started off with ten
members but soon dwindled to four) worked smoothly and diligently
over a month without any substantial disagreements. Trouble began
over the choice of the two shows to represent Egypt in the contest. Of
the 16 performances we had watched, the best by far was Tides of
Night. But although three out of the four members acknowledged this
fact, it was not chosen. The reason was not the belligerent, abusive
assault launched by the fourth member against El-Gretly personally and
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flop; when tempers ran high over the different interpretations of the
term, I discovered, perhaps for the hundredth time, that we, Arabs,
cannot abide difference and are eternally committed to conformity.
Besides, the sessions were held at 4.30 in the afternoon when most
people would be either out or resting from their morning itineraries; no
wonder they were so scantily attended.
Out of the 13 productions taking part in the festival (representing
eight countries, including Jordan, which contributed five of them),
eight were performed at the small theatre and only five at the big one which is clearly indicative of the loosely experimental bent of the
occasion. I only watched eight shows in all, since I couldn't stay more
than ten days in Jordan, and the remaining five shows were crammed
into the last three days of the festival. It was a light schedule (even
including the 3-day seminar) which left me plenty of time for
sightseeing. I climbed up to the ruins of the old Amman castle, at the
top of one of the seven mountains that make up the city; there, the
purity of the air and the beauty of the spot make you feel deliciously
light-headed; I glided down to the ancient Roman amphitheatre where I
spent hours declaiming my favourite Shakespearean speeches at the top
of my voice and generally admiring the fantastic acoustics of the place
(and possibly making an utter fool of myself into the bargain). I was
shown a particular spot in the centre of the arena where, if you stand,
your voice acquires a vastly magnified resonance, as if the stones are
reverberating with it. It was presumably the spot where the leader of the
chorus stood. Another astonishing acoustic feature of the place is that
if you stand at one end of the concave, semi-circular base of the tiered
spectators' stone benches, put your check against the wall and whisper,
· a person with his car to the wall atthe other end can hear you perfectly
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Rites of Spring
Osiris: An Arab opera a Al-Hanager

*

About the only place in Cairo where you can get real theatrical
excitement nowadays is Al-Hanager Centre. Its record this year has
been quite impressive so far. Karam Metaweh's Book of Kine may not
have been quite to my taste, being too declamatory and simplastic,
and Jawad El-Asadi's Chekhovian version of Les Bonnes may have
been a little too timid and tame, but Gamil Rateb's austere and
elegant Sheherezade and Mohamed Abul Su'oud's exhilaratingly
daring Cave Dwellers have more than put the record to rights. The
unflinching policy of the centre, and its guiding philosophy, set out
by its diligent directress, the indomitable Hoda Wasfi, is never to reject
new ideas and experiments, however wild they may seem, so long as
they are serious and deeply thought out. In the absence of such a
policy, it would have been impossible for the Lebanese violinist and
composer Nida' Abu Murad to stage his adventurous attempt
(unwisely ambitious in the opinion of some) to create an Arab
operatic work out of the traditional musical modes of what is generally
known as classical Islamic music.
Islamic music, the experts would tell us, is essentially vocal,
characterised by a highly subtle organisation of melody and rhythm,
augmented by virtuoso improvisation and melodic ornament. Musical
forms are closely tied to poetry and often alternate vocal solos with
instrumental interludes. Melodies are organised in terms of maqamat
(plural of maqama), or "modes" - standard melodic patterns with
*
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prescribed scales, preferential notes, typical melodic and rhythmic
formulas, variety of intonation and other conventional devices. The
performer improvises within the framework of the maqam which is
also imbued with ethos (Arabic ta 'thir), that is to say, a specific
emotional· or philosophical meaning attached to a musical mode.
Rhythms are organised into rhythmic modes or iqa 'at' (plural of iqa ')
- cyclical patterns of strong and weak beats.
Rarely heard nowadays in its pure form, the maqamat music is
likely.to sound to the untrained ears of the modem Egyptians dull and
repetitive. Indeed, that was the general complaint in the press
conference held at the centre after a preview of the work for the benefit
of the critics and reviewers. At the mention of "dull repetitiveness", the
composer went into a huff, acted incredulous and moaned in French
"c'est drole", rolling up his eyes. He had obviously credited the
Egyptians with more respect for their traditions and more sensitivity to
the "highly subtle organisation of melody and rhythm" characteristic of
this music. Irritating and provocative as Abu Murad's response to the
voiced comments was, one could nevertheless sympathise with his
frustration. It reminded me of the reception of the Japanese Kabuki
theatre in Cairo at the opening of the Opera House and the explosion of
jokes and satirical cartoons it occasioned. It also reminded me of my
daughter's first exposure to a Chinese opera and how she nearly fell off
her chair with laughter at the sound of Jason's falsetto voice (the opera
was based on the story of Medea). It took her quite a number of similar
works to cultivate a taste for this highly specific form of art.
To create ,for the Arabs their own operatic form, based on their
traditional musical modes, their legends and musical instruments, is
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In the Balance
Journees Theâtrales de Carthage*

During my eight-day stay in Tunis I tried very hard to shake off the
oppressive feeing that this once prestigious festival was at its last gasp.
Symptoms of debility and premature senility could be detected
everywhere. In fact, my experience of the Carthage Festival has led me
to question the viability - and credibility - of all Arab state-run
theatre festivals. Is it just me, or something in the air, or the present
transitional stage we are going through in the Arab world between the
values and modes of thought and norms of the sixties and those of the
nineties and the new world order? It seems that we. keep moving in the
same circles, seeing the same faces, discussing the same issues,
eternally rehashing the "theatre crisis", and even, more or less, seeing
the same shows. No new blood is being pumped into these festivals;
we seem to have established a time warp in which all the old veterans
are comfortably ensconced, immune to the winds of change. As I
looked around me, at all the old, beloved, familiar faces - at us, the
old sixties' brood of writers, critics and reviewers - I could not help a
vague and pervasive sense of guilt, as if I had usurped the place of
another without meaning to. I found myself wondering if theatre was
really uppermost in the minds of the organisers of all Arab theatre
festivals and whether it was imperative that one should be at least 50
before one was allowed to participate in these festivals. With all their
contests and prizes, Arab theatre encounters have turned into something
like football tournaments or wrestling matches. Chauvinism runs high
*
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on these occasions and even the mildest and most rational and tolerant
of human beings involuntarily becomes a bellicose jingoist.
Over the years, the Tunisians have, predictably and perhaps quite
rightly, established a tradition of winning the best show award for
Tunisia. Sometimes, also, the best director award. But to be absolutely
honest, they have always striven hard to deserve it. They have some of
the best directors and actors in the Arab world, and if the international
jury panel tell you that Raja Ben Ammar's Baiya' Al-Hawa (Love
Peddler), an exquisitely executed mime and modem dance parody on
the theme of the fallen women in melodramatic films, Western and
Eastern, you cannot possibly fault them. But when they suddenly trump
up an imaginary award for "best dramatic text in classical Arabic" for
the benefit of the Egyptian Book of Kine, you begin to have· doubts
since you know full well that there is no question of "best" there; it was
the only text in classical Arabic. I do not for a minute doubt the integrity
of all the members of the international jury; the fault lies with the
politically riddled situation they find themselves in and with the official
status of the festival. Whether in Cairo or in Tunis, any international
jury will inevitably come under political pressure. On this occasion,
their job was made easier by the almost total absence of all African
countries, with the exception of Senegal, and all the Arab Gulf states,
save Saudi Arabia; and since the competition is limited to the Arabs and
Africans alone, most of the participants managed to get a slice of the
cake. Apart from the best production award, Tunisia also managed to
scoop the award for best scenography with Mohamed Idris' Rajel Wa
Mara (A Man and A Woman)- a charming and colourful comic piece
based on three Japanese medieval farces of the Kyogen type and
performed in the style characteristic of this old genre. Syria walked
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When Dr Al-Qasimi dismissed the eager media m.en with their
incessantly flashing cameras and obtrusive microphones and led his
guests into a beautiful conference room on the second floor to have an
informal, friendly tete-a-tete with them before lunch, I thought I would
get the chance to talk to him about his play, his projects, and the future
of the festival. But, predictably, the males (I was a dismally sad
minority) monopolised the conversation. It was hugely entertaining all
the same. Samir Sarhan, the head of the Egyptian State Publishing
House and a playwright, and the Kuwaiti director Fuad El-Shatti set
about interviewing both the author and the Iraqi director of The Return
of Hulegu about the nature of their collaboration over the play. Soon
enough, the discussion slithered into the difficult and irritatingly

irresolvable question of who takes priority: the writer or the director.
Al-Qasimi diplomatically declared that the performer always comes
first. A lot of what was said afterwards was platitudinous and
commonplace; but what was really touching and refreshing was
Al-Qasimi's attitude and genial eagerness. He was just like any other
new playwright anxious to talk about his play and listen to what the 'big
critical guns' have to say about it. The ruler had melted into the
background or tacitly been left downstairs. The man sitting with us was
simply a dramatist, and a faltering novice at that, in need of
reassurance.
At the dinner table, his avid appetite for intelligent conversation
did not abate. It was as vigorous as ever and its chosen target this time
was Fawzi Fahrni, the head of the Egyptian Academy of Arts. The
result was that for Fahrni it was all talk and no food. The waiters kept
removing one full, untouched dish after another (there were about ten
courses) until, finally, to my immense relief, I saw him dipping into a
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Their adaptation of Georges Shéhadé’s The Emigrant from
Brisbane, in which the setting was transposed to Palestine, was a good
specimen of the company's work. Proficient acting, efficient use of
space, imaginative evocation of atmosphere and states of mind through
movement and lighting, serious topics, a lavish use of humour and local
colour, and a tendency to cut deeper than the conventional surface of
things and p_
rovoke reactions other than laughter define its style and
explain its wide popular appeal. The ordinary life of simple Palestinians
is vividly portrayed without sentimentality or false heroics. Racked by
suspicion and tom between greed and honour, the village men who are
told that one of their women (who is not named) once had an
illegitimate child by a man who after years abroad has died, leaving the
child a fortune, are alternately brutal, befuddled and endearingly weak
and pathetic.
Equally vigorous and emotionally robust was Abu Arab: Trapped in
the Corner - a one-man show improvised and performed by Ali Abu
Yassin of Al-Bayader Troupe in Palestine. In the style of a hakawati, or
itinerant story-teller, Yassin gave us a strong and pungent taste of the
reality of daily life in Gaza as experienced by a simple Palestinian
worker. The narrative is episodic, anecdotal, and interspersed with
satirical comments and topical jokes. Like all good hakawatis, Yassin
has a strong presence, ready wit, a talent for mimicry and the ability to_.
engage th� audience actively in the show. This last trait reached a peak
at the end when the actor walked up to the audience and said:_ "Look, I
don't know how to end this play. We tried one version in which-the
worker decides not to cross into Israel to find work and we were
bitterly criticised for not being-realistic and accused of stigmatising the
thousands of Palestinians who earn their Ii ving in Israel. So we
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changed it, and the worker went to Israel; but the intellectuals objected.
Better starve than compromise, they said. Now, I leave it to you to end
it the way you like." Given with such stark directness and urgency, the
problem puts the audience, rather than Abu Arab, in a difficult comer.
Palestinian daily life featured once more in the Jerusalem-based
Theatre Day Productions' revival of Sa'dalla Wannous's The Glass
Cafe, but in a grotesque, metaphoric vein. The tomb-like cafe,
with its ghostly visitors, demented clients and eternal routine of
backgammon, bug-hunting and coffee-drinking, ruthlessly exposes
the apathy, cowardice, futility, and blind self-involvement of its
inhabitants and ends with an apocalyptic prophecy of disaster.
'

)

Palestine was also the - theme of the Tunisian Looking for Aida,
written and acted by Jalila Baccar and directed by Fadhel Jaibi, with
the accent on Al-Naqba and the experience of the Palestinian Diaspora.
But despite the elegiac m�od (which moved some to tears), Baccar's
overpowering presence, sincerity, control of tone and refined economy
of expression, and notwithstanding Jaibi's sophisticated mise-en
scene and subtle use of lighting, many, including Palestinians, found
this monodrama embarrassingly simplistic, sentimental and facilely
. romantic. A cathartic script which romanticises Palestine out of
existence is how I would describe it.
Dictatorship, tyranny and oppression came second on the agenda of
Arab shows, providing the theme of the rambling, bombastic and
self-indulgent Jordanian Dreanis of Sheherazade, the figuratively
complex and passionately outspoken Iraqi Hollow Men, and the Irbid
. Art Theatre Troupe's The Tyrant and the Mirror. Less directly, it
informed the visually exuberant Tunisian Love in Autumn; A-Ifred
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Farag's The Last Walk (competently performed by Vanya Exerjian)
which centres on gender oppression; Jean Genet's The Maids,
performed by Kuwaiti drama students; the Iraqi Sidra, based on a
Sumerian legend and directed by Fadil Khalil in a solid classical style; a
Belgian production of Slawomir Mrozek's Out At Sea where power
takes the form of cannibalism; and the Tanzanian Death of a Coconut

Tree by the Bagamoys Players, in which the tyrant (an ugly capitalist)
is punished with sterility.
To provide relief from the pressure of politics there was a joint
Swedish-Jordanian concert from the Backa Theatre Musicians and the
Rumm Troupe; the stunning We Can't Hold Our Breath Any Longer
by the ALIAS Dance Group from Switzerland; Kris Niklison's MIF
from the Netherlands; two delightful evenings of song, dance, and
story-telling from the Egyptian Al-Warsha; the haunting Australian The

Descent by The Chapel of Change group; and Enrico Labayen's Puirt a
Beul and Other Dances programme from the USA. (Puirt a Beul, I am
told, is the name of a type of Gaelic music). For further relief, there
was a lot of partying and some excursions to the historical sites of
Jordan, and I personally spent a delightful day in the open air at Daret
Al-Funoon (House of Arts) observing the Image and Movement
Workshop given by the Bonheur Troupe from the Netherlands.
Despite all the politics and heated wrangling, the festival managed
to give Amman two weeks of vibrant cultural activity and a lot of food
for thought. It also gave the city an appealingly degage air, like a party
tent pitched for just one night.
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He had just come back from a two day walk with friends across
Al-Jabal Al-Akhdar (the Green Mountain), he told me, dwelling with
sensuous relish on the ·coolness of the mountain springs and streams
and the delicious, mystical sensation of utter solitude. He had no
interest in theatre whatsoever and no curiosity about the event which
had drawn so many foreigners to his land. As far as he was concerned,
we were indulging in a very expensive game for reasons he could not
construe. He was there only for the little money he could make out of
the occasion.
What age was this thin wiry white-bearded Nass�r? I wondered.
He switched on the radio and listened with the profound, tolerant
cynicism of ancient sages to some professor expounding in highfalutin
language his vision of the future and the challenges facing Oman in the
third millennium. I began to wonder, not for the first time, if time as
concept and process was the same for everybody, and whether it
moved at the same pace in all countries. For six days we were
catapulted between images of a past, dimly remembered, richly
mythologised and decked out with folds of nostalgic wrappings,
and � future thickly shadmved with a pervasive sense of anxiety and
clouds of doom and gloom. It was difficult to reconcile those
images with the luxurious surroundings of the gorgeous Bustan
Hotel where performances took place, and it needed a tremendous
leap of the imagination to sympathise with the various plights of the
characters portrayed on stage.
More disturbing still was a tenuous, elusive entity - another
elaborate theatrical pageant. Not surprisingly the most dramatic event
in those six days in Oman had nothing to do with theatre or the
festival. On the last da y, long after the closing ceremony,
when all the excitement caused by the announcement of the
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awards had abated, the news that Netanyahu had conceded defeat in the
Israeli elections ran like an electric current through the hotel, causing all
the Arab guests to rush out of their rooms and jubilantly embrace in
the corridors and lobby. The sheer vicariousness of that
overwhelming sense of victor - a victory for democracy scored by
another nation - put Arab reality in its true perspective. Suddenly the
vague feelings that had been worrying me for days, the nagging sense
of unreality, became focused in one question: if theatre is all about
pretending, how long can it survive in a world where what is passed off
as reality is mere pretence?
There we were, perfectly sane people from Europe and the Arab
world, spending hours each morning discussing intricate intellectual
issues and technical questions relating to theatre, and watching and
analysing performances every night, when we perfectly knew that the
basic condition for the existence of theatre - the freedom to ask and act
- was nonexistent or, at best, severely limited in the majority of Arab
countries. I do not know about other guests, but for me it was a great
effort to mentally adjust to the fact that The Death of the Singer, a
lyrical, elegiac piece that mourns the passing away of traditional Arab
music, came from Saudi Arabia - a country where there are no public
theatres and women are banned from the stage. More credible, but
barely so, were Qatar's The Songs of Shamali, which revived an old
legend about the man who first invented the sail to cast the present in
a most unfavourable light; Bahrain's production of Sa'dalla Wannus's
A Day of Our Times, which predictably excised the most shockingly
outspoken scene in the play, reducing it to sentimental mush; and
Kuwait's Oh, Ya Mal (the opening of a traditional ballad), about the
exploitation of poor fishermen in the past by rich pearl-merchants. The
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of everything by the masters for whom he risked his life. When he
complains, he is curtly hustled to the madhouse.
When Al-Aqsa Intifada broke out last autumn, theatre artists here
felt they had to do something and started·a feverish search for suitable
texts. Any play dealing with the Arab-Israeli conflict, however distantly
or obliquely, or which could be altered to accommodate it, was
unearthed, dusted out, and fitted with new songs and scenes to link it to
the present Intifada. Rape, an adaptation of Antonio Buero Vallejo's
The Double Story of Dr Valmy by the late Syrian playwright, Sa'
adalla Wannus, was a prime candidate. Featuring the sadistic
torture of Palestinian freedom-fighters at the hands of their Israeli
jailers, it argues that no society can condone the practice of
brutality against its opponents without itself becoming brutalised.
The production presented by the Rafah Cultural Palace Company, on a
make-shift stage, in a tent pitched in the Actors Union club a few
months ago, dwelt on the harrowing torture scenes, highlighting the
savagery and fanatical zeal of the torturers, and bracketed the play with
wistfully nostalgic Palestinian folk songs. It was a rough-hewn work,
full of crudities and ham acting; but for some reason, perhaps because
the group came from Rafah and had first-hand experience of what
was taking place next door in Gaza, the performance communicated
an unbearable feeling of pain - almost like a raw wound. One critic,
however, took the company to task over their choice of text,
complaining that it showed some of the Israelis as human beings,
capable of self-questioning and having moral scruples and qualms of
conscience. Fortunately, most directors are not deterred by such
criticism and appreciate the play's fair-mindedness, dialectical force
and human complexity. Two months after the Rafah company
production, Sayed Khattab directed it for the Giza Cultural Palace
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Company and presented it at Al-Hanager in the context of the Arab
Theatre Festival mounted by the Egyptian Society for Theatre Amateurs
(ESTA) from 15 to 27 February. Indeed, the whole festival was
dedicated to the Intifada and featured revivals of Che Guevara, by the
late Palestinian poet and dramatist, Mu'in Bassisu, The Mountebank,
by the Moroccan Abdel-Karim Barchid, The Clown, by the Syrian
Mohamed El-Maghout, and The Gypsy by the Egyptian Bahig Ismail.
All are political parables which blame the loss of Palestine on
dictatorship and the fear, ignorance, and passivity it forces on the·
people; and all were adapted in some degree, in one way or another, to
invest them with a sense of urgency, immediacy and topical relevance.
Other revivals are planned, some already in the pipelines. They
include: Alfred Farag's documentary drama, The Fire and the Olives,
Mohamed El-Maghout's political cabaret, Your Glass, My Country,
Mahmoud Diab's epic play, Conquerors' Gate (in three different
provincial productions) and Yusri El-Guindi's chronicle play, The
Lost Jew - all from the 1960s. New texts, freshly penned, like
Hisham El-Balamony's The Enemy in the Bedroom and Sayed
El-Imam's Blood on the Clown's Hand, are announced too. The
Intifada was also instrumental in bringing to the stage one long
neglected play. The Pound of Flesh, by the late dr�ma scholar
Ibrahim Hamada, based on The Merchant of Venice, premiered
at Al-Salam Theatre in mid-February.
Most of the people behind these productions will tell you that they
do them not just for their own satisfaction, as a form of self-expression
and moral support for their Palestinian brethren,·but, more importantly,
because they feel it their duty to instruct the younger generations in the
history of the Arab-Israeli conflict and make them aware of the threats
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posed by the Jewish state. Sadly, however, many of these nobly
motivated shows are sparsely attended and fail either to reach or attract
their targeted audience. Is it lack of publicity? Bad artistic management?
Or has television, with its vivid documentaries and live coverage,
rendered such shows redundant and made them seem pallid and lifeless
by comparison? Or could it be, as I sometimes feel, that what is
happening in Gaza and the West Bank is so horribly tragic and so
nightmarishly real that it seems almost obscene to sit quietly in the dark
and watch it displayed, discussed or analysed and, worse still, expect to
derive some aesthetic pleasure out of doing so? I frankly confess that I
frequently suffer bad bouts of embarrassment when I watch such
shows nowadays and often remember Wordsworth and acknowledge
the wisdom of his definition of art as "recollection in tranquillity;"
and the key word here is tranquillity. But with so much violence, so
many young people, even children dying everyday and most of the
Palestinian population living in dire straits and sinking below the
poverty line, how can one have tranquillity?
The dilemma which inevitably faces any director keen on
supporting the Intifada and fighting for it from the stage is how to do
his duty by it without neglecting his duty to his craft or betraying the art
form he works in. The most recent production dealing with the Arab
Israeli conflict (currently playing at El-Tali'a theatre) amply illustrates
this dilemma. Under the Sun is a reworking by director Fahrni
El-Kholi of a play called The Umbrella, written by Sameh Mahran more
than a year before the Intifada. Mahran's text starts in a realistic vein
with a middle-aged couple - a smug but tetchy husband and an
outwardly complacent but secretly sulky and disgruntled wife - sitting
on the sea shore in one of those posh villages on_ the north coast. The
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Time is Out of Joint
The premiere of Sa'dalla Wannus's A
Day of Our Times at AI-Ghad Han*

When I heard that director Amr Dawwarah was rehearsing
Sa'dalla Wannus's A Day of Our Times at Al"'.Ghad theatre I was
thrilled. At last lovers of Wannus's work were going to see this
ferocious, deliciously outrageous satire on the mores and morals of our
times in a live performance. It was too good to be true. When Wannus
wrote this play in 1993, breaking a dramatic silence which lasted 13
years, he couldn't get it published anywhere in Syria and though it
appeared a year later in the Egyptian literary periodical Adah wa Naqd
(Literature and Criticism) and in the Lebanese Al-Adaab (The Arts)
magazine in 1995, before it was printed in 1996 in his collected works,
there have been only two productions of it so far, if I
remember correctly, both performed in relatively censorship-free
events: one by a Jordanian troupe, performed at the CIFET, and
another by � fringe troupe from Bahrain, at the Amman Free T�eatre
Festival, some years ago·
. Apart from these I know of no
professional Arab director who dared to touch it before Dawwarah
embarked on his current production.
This is not surprising in countries where freedom of expression is
severely curtailed and public performances heavily censored. A Day of
Our Times is simply too verbally audacious, too shockingly
outspoken. In five scenes, which take the form of violent
* 7.8.2003. In Arabic.
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confrontations punctuated by narrative passages and comments by the
author in a voice-over, Wannus traces the progress, or, rather,
plummeting of his hero from innocence to experience, from blissful
ignorance to a terrible awakening and from hope to the depths of
despair. Farouk, an idealistic, happily-married mathematics teacher at a
girls secondary school in a small town discovers one morning, through
a brawl in his classroom, that some of the girls, all of them from
respectable families with fathers in high office, frequent a chic,
cunningly camouflaged brothel run by a wealthy and beautiful woman
called El-Sit Fadwa. Shocked and horrified, he questions the girls but is
brazenly told to mind his own business. When he appeals to the
headmaster to open an investigation he finds him busy trying to track
down the culprit who has scribbled offensive political slogans against
the regime all over the walls of the school toilets. This is a far more
serious offence, he is told, since loyalty to the regime is "the
mother of all virtues" and the major task of the school. Moreover, he
is roundly admonished for speaking ill of El-Sit Fadwa who is praised
by the headmaster as.an upright citizen and generous benefactress.
Not heeding the headmaster's direct warning and his veiled threats
not to meddle in-this-business, Farouk resorts to the mosque in the next
scene to seek the help of its Imam, Shekikh Metwalli ,._ He finds him
recording his daily radio Fatawi programme and listens to his
promous, obscene drivel about the ideal Islamic toilet practice - a
perfect parody of such programmes. When innocent, pious Farouk
broaches the subject and asks for advice he is, first, severely
rebuked for not attending the Friday lessons, then treated to a long,
impassioned harangue denouncing all schools and secular education in
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general as useless, pernicious and the work of infidels and the devil
and harshly censured for slandering a pious and charitable lady like
"El-Sit Fadwa" who donates generously to the mosque. Nowhere in
Arab drama can you find such savage lampooning of religious teachers
and preachers as you get in this portrait of the venal,
hypocritical, bigoted and thoroughly obscene sheikh.
When Farouk, now thoroughly confused and dazed, deddes to
inform the father of one of the girls, who happens to be the governor
of the province, he is subjected once more to a lecture, this time about
the virtues of crass materialism, the market ethos and the need for
moral resilience. To illustrate his point, the governor cites the example
of one of his employees who after years of loyal service
suddenly went berserk, hurled obscene abuse at all his bosses, then
stripped naked and peed on everybody in sight. Though we never
see this poor civil servant, driven mad by years of silently watching
rampant corruption or, according to the governor, by his failure to
adapt and move with the times, he is so vividly evoked by Wannus
that his grotesque, pathetic image acts as an ironically bitter emblem
for the whole play. When Farouk finally manages to blurt out his
information, asking the father if he knew that his daughter was a
regular visitor to the notorious house, the father retorts breezily, but
quite maliciously too: "Of course. It is where she met your wife and
made friends with her. Your wife is very popular there and El-Sit
Fadwa is very fond of her and pampers her. You are a very lucky
man."
The fourth scene inevitably carries the devastated mathematician to
the sorceress's enchanting, mirrorlined den to verify the truth about his
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wife. Finally, we get to meet El-Sit Fadwa about whom we have heard
so much, and by the end of the scene, Wannus has built her into a
metaphor for life, with all its paradoxes and contradictions, all its
pleasures and sorrows. Though he resists her seduction, the poor
school-teacher is unable to condemn her, and this adds to his
confusion. He rushes home, not to avenge his honour, but to hide from
a world in which he feels a complete alien. He has lost all his anchors in
reality; everything he had ever believed in has crumbled and turned to
dust. Feeling utterly alone, in a place and a time where he does not
belong, as he keeps reiterating, he could find refuge only in death. But
he doesn't travel alone; his wife too feels that the world, or El-Sit
Fadwa, has seduced her, robbed her of her integrity and reduced her to
a tattered rag. The play ends in a suicide pact with two embracing
corpses. Admittedly, this is the stuff of melodrama par excellence and
Wanous makes no bones about it. The play, however, never comes
across as melodramatic. The rage and pain are all too genuine and
inform every line; the handling of the scenes and management of the
dialogue are imbued with a tough sense of irony and the verbal texture
has the richness and evocative power of poetry without sacrificing its
uncompromising honesty or sardonic humour.
I had been so looking forward to seeing this text in action on the
stage. Now that I have seen it I do not know whether to celebrate or
lament, applaud or boo. The choice of cast, led by Suhair
El-Murshidi, in a welcome comeback to the stage after a long
absence, is admirable and guarantees good acting. The directorial
conception, which takes inspiration from the many mirrors lining
the walls of El-Sit Fadwa's pleasure dome, is quite intelligent and
saves on the production costs to boot. Instead of assigning each
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character in the play an actor, Dawwarah makes El-Murshidi
and Mamdouh Darwish play all the negative characters in the play,
with each performing as many as five different parts. El-Murshidi
plays the headmaster, the governor's assistant, the radio-broadcaster
who interviews Sheikh Metwalli, El-Sit Fadwa, as well as her aged
father in the sketch about her former life she enacts before Farouk to
convince him that she was as much sinned against as sinning.
Darwish plays the school supervisor employed by the regime to spy
on both pupils and teachers, Sheikh Metwalli, the governor, El-Sit
Fadwa's valet de chambre and her former, brutal, mercenary
husband in the short play-within-the play. Not only does this allow
them plenty of scope to display their technical prowess, it also
creates an eerie effect that all the evil forces are distorted reflections of
each other, lending conviction to the hero's growing sense of
disorientation and of the flimsiness and instability of the world he
moves in, despite the very realistic sets. By contrast, Farouk 'Eita and
Hanan Metaweh do not double in other parts but remain Farouk, the
teacher, and his wife, Nagat, throughout. This endows them with a
firm sense of reality, making them seem the only solid presences in a
world otherwise populated by shifting appearances, insubstantial
shadows and transient reflections.
No amount of good acting or directing, however, can mend what
the censor had hopelessly spoilt - which is the text. At his orders
chunks were hacked, whole scenes (like Sheikh Metwalli's radi� talk)
were completely rewritten and rephrased in a more polite idiom, and
many words, particularly those that referred to organs or parts of the
body, were replaced with euphemisms. It was as cruel as plucking out
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Riding a Rough Wave
The premiere of Sa'dalla Wannus's
Ahlam Shaqiyya at Al-Hanager*

Two oppressed women, both unhappily married, share an old,
humble house in a small Syrian town. The temporal backdrop is the
early sixties, during the political witch hunt for socialists and Nasserists
which followed the breakdown of the Syrian-Egyptian political merger.
The first woman, Mary, the owner of the house, is an ailing, middle
aged, pious Orthodox Christian, married to a selfish, wily, strutting
dud and inveterate sponger who has infected her with gonorrhea on
their wedding night. Sexually ignorant li�e most Arab, middle-class
females of conservative families, and shy of broaching sexual_ matters
with anybody, it takes her years and a traumatic miscarriage in the sixth
month of her pregnancy to discover the cause of the burning pain in her
bowels, the incessant, foul-smelling discharges that constantly soil her
underwear, making her loathe her body, and her fast deteriorating
health.
The painful treatment she undergoes avails her nothing since her
husband (ironically called Faris, i.e., Knight), like most Arab males,
refuses to see the doctor, regarding trye mere suggestion as a terrible
insult and bluste\·s that he is perfect i�1 every way. When he is finally
coerced into hav��g himself medically yhecked it is too late; the disease
has made .him strrile. In despair, and ;thoroughly disgusted with men
-� .
and sex, Mary qmsigns herself to a celibate, lonely existence, slaving
away her days a} her sewing-machine .to support herself and the man
'
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her religion forbids her to divorce and orders her to cherish, honour and
obey. Every night she prays passionately for a miracle that will bring
back to her the son she lost before he was even born; and when she
sleeps, she relives in weird nightmares the agony of the moment when
her husband spat on the fully-formed tiny body, wrapped it in a dirty
rag and went off to get rid of it. Whether he threw it into the river, as he
said, or on the nearest rubbish dump, she could never be sure.
The second woman, Ghada, is a young mother who was once a
brilliant student and had hoped to go to university and have a career.
Unfortunately, like many women in the Third World, she was stopped
at home on the brink of higher education and coerced by her father into
marrying her cousin Kazim - a stupid, brutal police-assistant who
never went beyond ptimary school and who daily abuses her physically
and mentally. Like Faris, Kazim, though a Muslim, demands of his
wife complete, unconditional submission and total obedience - the
qualities most valued in females by patriarchy and enshrined in the
name of religion, tradition and culture.
Like Mary, Ghada finds solace in the memory of a lost loved male.
She once had a brother whom she adored; they were soul mates and
constant companions - "real chums", she tells Mary. They had dreamt
together, read the same books, chatted deep into the night and hoped to
go to university together. But when the brother got the chance to study
abroad he betrayed her. He did not want to spoil his fast days at home
opposing his father's will and standing up for his sister's rights. He
went away promising to defend 'her cause from afar but soon forgot. As
the years passed, his letters to her became shorter, f�:wer and further
between. But Ghada kept on writing everyday. What else could she do?
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These are the two women whose portraits Sa'daHa Wannus has
drawn in clear, unwavering lines, with passionate care and stunning
empathy in Ahlam Shaqiyya (Anguished Dreams}, in 1994, three years
before he died. Like all the heroines of the plays in the final phase of his
career, they go beyond protest to put Arab society and the whole of its
culture on trial, questioning with ruthless, uncompromising honesty its
most hallowed precepts and basic assumptions, including its attitudes to
women, love, sex, marriage, and even homosexuality, incest and
conjugal fidelity, and trace the insidious, invisible link between
political, social, sexual and religious oppression. Here, as in The Rites
of Signs and Changes (written the same year), or in Drunken Days
(1997), "the sexual" is definitely and irrefutably "political"; Kazim's job
as a policeman whose sole duty is to hound political dissenters and
Paris's jubilation at the prospect of becoming a secret political informer
and Kazim's watchdog, not to mention the brutal battering Ghada
undergoes when she voices different po1itical sympathies and the
whipping she undergoes when she asks for divorce - all these details
strongly identify sexual with political oppression, designating both as
varieties of moral corruption. The root cause in both is the same.

The drama in Ahlam Shaqiyya (an ironical, ambivalent title, like
the rest of the play, which could at once mean anguished or naughty
dreams) is set in motion by the arrival of a new lodger-.
a young law
student whom Mary, in her hazy mental state, induced by long,
suppressed suffering, takes to be the son she lost as a foetus. Ghada,
on the other hand, falls in love with him, at the same time identifying
him in her imagination with her beloved, absent brother. He brings joy,
light; hope and comfort into the drab, arid lives of both women and
lightens the burden of their obscene existence. Predictably, the
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husbands are not pleased and conspire to get rid of this new
mock-saviour who has sown the seeds of rebellion into the hearts of
their meek women. When the lodger (significantly named Beshir,
which at once means evangelist and bringer of glad tidings) disappears
one night, the two women decide to take revenge and poison their
husbands. The only person who dies, however, is Ghada's son. Like
Faris, Kazim is not shaken by the tragedy of losing a son and is intent
on hushing up the matter. He will not allow anything, not even his
wife's attempt to murder him, which she freely confesses, or the death
of a son, to spoil his career as a rising member of the political police.
This may seem melodramatic to anyone who has not read the play
or seen Mohamed Abul Su'oud's breathtaking staging of it at
Al-Hanager. You would also be justified if you thought that the
dramatic schema of parallels and contrasts outlined above was some
what precious or a bit chichi. But wait. This is not the whole story.
After four strictly realistic scenes which introduce us to both families
separately, then show us the two wives vowing to protect Beshir,
followed by the two husbands conspiring to get rid of him, Wannus
plants into the heart of the play what amounts to a bombshell. in the
central fifth scene, realism gives way to surrealism and we are plunged
with the two women and the lodger into an eerie, collective dream.
Here, the characters in the play melt into each other; they "split, double,
multiply, dissolve ... (and) ... coalesce," the way August Strindberg
described in his author's note to A Dream Play. We see the mysterious
Beshir for the first time, but as a multiple character, at once a young
man in the fields, at harvest time, ordered by his father to kill his
beloved sister because she fell in love, thereby disgracing the family; as
Mary's dead son come back and about to depart; and as Ghada's absent
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harbours the chorus/singers (Ahmed Bahgat, Ahmed El-Tonsi and
Yusra El-Lozi) who, apart from saying their lines, punctuate the scenes
with a significant selection of satirical songs from the Ahmed Fuad
Nijm/El..:Sheikh Imam politically hot repertoire, popular among
Egyptian university students in the 1970s, which defines their time as
Sadat's era. Having identified the reign of Sadat, through the cell and
songs, as an extension, albeit in a different guise, of Nasser's military
dictatorship which the text targets, El--Lozi goes a step further to argue
1
ithat though Nasser and Sadat are dead! nothing has changed. With the
help of: Campbell (as lighting desikner) he managed to visually
! transform the whole auditorium into an �xtension of the chorus's cell by
1
projecti�g over it a lighting pattern oi": crisscross bars whenever the
lights came up on the cell.
1

I

'

.
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But while the cell and chorus were vi\sually and aurally firmly
'
'
· planted placewise in Egypt, the rest of the: stage, together with the
.central ai1d side aisles of the auditorium h\ad a triple geographical
identity. Itt the original play, part of the set rep\resented a spot in Aleppo
and the rest, several palces in Cairo. In the cu\rrent production, the set
- a single structure consisting of a one�stbry building, with two
1
windows and a large front door, flanked on both side.s by wide stairs
leading to a flat an�a on top, with the silhouette l\lf a chain of hills at the
rear - still indicated Aleppo and several plac(','.S in Cairo; on these,

however, it superimposed a new location: Baghda'
d.
To achieve this,;iEl-Lozi adds an opening scenf\ (vividly reminiscent
of the opening scene in Khaled El-Sawi's recent hit, Messing with the
Mind). In it, a group of soldiers rampage through the auditorium.
waving guns and sbreaming orders and insults a\t us in a distinctly
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José Triana's The Killers
at the N atfonal

*

Cuban drama was virtually unknown in Egypt until the late sixties
when José Triana's internationally acclaimed La Noche de[ los Asesinos
(1965) became available in French and English subsequent to its staging
in London at the Aldwych in 1967. An Arabic translation, based on the
French, soon appeared and was staged in both Cairo and Alexandria.
This was more than 25 years ago, but many critics still remember
those productions and speak of them with zest and admiration. One
reason, I suppose, is that Triana's text, which offers a cruel
dissection of the family and its power relationships and exposes the
moral bankruptcy of middle-class life, captured the angry and
frustrated mood of Egyptian intellectuals and artists at the time
and lent itself to political interpretation. Another reason is the
play's brilliant and innovative
dramaturgy, palpably inf uenced by
l
Jean Genet's Les Bonnes, which was in tune with the experimental
spirit of those years. The Egyptian theatre had discovered the Absurd,
the so-called Theatre of Cruelty, the Existentialists as well as Brecht,
Peter Brook and Peter Weiss, and productions of Beckett, Ionesco,
Albee, Sartre, Genet and Camus, among other avant-gardists, has
become a feature of the theatrical scene.
But then the bubble burst; the lean years followed and the
mainstream theatre pursued a lighter mode of theatrical entertainment.
While homegrown plays became fewer and progressively more

*

1996. In Arabic.
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play of light and shadow; it has to be sought for at the heart of :i,
darkness.
In tackling The King (translated somewhat awkwardly by Abdel
Ghani Dawood and Ahmed Abdel-Fattah), director Samih Mugahid had to
bear in mind the logistics of Al-Ghad company and make do with a
relatively small cast. This entailed some cuts, some doubling by the
actors, some merging of characters and the excision of some. But
neither logistics nor the number of the cast had anything to do with the
startling reduction of the king to a mere voice-over, and the voice of a:
young woman at that. One could easily see the director's point in
removing the king physically from the scene: the king in the play,
despite his spiritual superiority, is too ugly to look at and always
shrouds himself in darkness whenever he meets his beautiful queen;
and since it is easier to imagine spirituaj beauty in the absence of an
unsightly physical presence, the director saw fit to remove it. But
giving the king a female voice, a kind of androgynous denomination
and confusing his gender in the name of 'spiritualizing' him was going
a bit too far. Still, it was a teasing and exciting proposition, particularly
in view of the production's policy of playing up the religious and
mystical aspects of the text at the cost of the romantic ones. By the end
of the perlormance, the king has been metaphorically built up into some
kind of omniscient, omnipotent and omnipresent deity; to hear this
invisible deity speakwith a female voice would thrill any feminist; but
since directorSamih Mugahid would not have him (her?) rejoin the
queen in a final, romantic reconciliation in which physicality and
spirituality are held in perfect equipoise - as Tagore intended - he
replaced the scene with a choral confessional prayer in which all the
characters join.
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To my surprise, and relief, I soon discovered that the president of
this year's festival (the 19th since it started and third since it went
international), Dr. Majid Sharif Khodai and his team of organisers
allowed theatre more freedom than one had ever expected or dared hope
for - more freedom than any previous year, according to many
Iranians. The regulations forbidding female dancing and singing were
bravely bent in the case of Sierra Leone's Stubbornness and two other
stunningly daring (by Iranian standards) local productions. The first
Puff, a translation of a feminist play by an American woman playwright
(whose name I failed to discover).was rendered into Farsi and directed
by the late H. Hesami; it was the first play he was allowed to direct after
a 20-year-long ban and also his last; he died just before the festival
when it was due to open. This sad story may partly explain the spirit of
reckless defiance which permeates the whole performance and its
electrifying impact on its Iranian audience. But even among foreigners,
it proved a huge success and an exhilarating theatrical experience. At
once serious and hilariously funny, it portrays a middle-aged,
long-oppressec;l and battered housewife who, at the end of her tether,
screams in the face of her husband for the first time in her life, wishing
him to hell. Something goes "puff' as the lights go out and we see
sparks and smoke. When they come on again, we see in his place a
small pile of ashes and his spectacles. This sequence, performed in. the
style of the old silent movies, takes •UP a very short time, and the rest of
the play shows the woman slowly grasping, with the help of a
neighbour, another oppressed wife, and two bottles of wine, her
newfound freedom, her growing self-confidence and a new and
thrilling awareness of her body. When her body begins to move
involuntarily to the rhythm of music, she jumps up crying out, in
an overwhelming burst of joy and energy, "I can dance." And she
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actually does, and with great gusto and abandon, grinning at the
audience all the time and waving to it to join her. The rapport
actress G. Adine established with the audience is hard to describe and
was a clear sign of a passionate longing for freedom. The play ends
happily with another curse, another puff which, this time1 dispatches
the brutal husband of the neighbour safely to hell.
At Sangelaj Theatre, which occupies a separate small building
away from the City Theatre Complex, and facing a lovely, rambling
park, I watched the other Iranian performance which broke the taboo
against female singing and dancing. Three Stories from the Arabian
Nights is a bold and technically polished one-woman show, written
and directed by Hassan-E-Khalilifar and superbly acted by Jayran
Momken. It conjures up three unfortunate female characters from
the Nights and replays their tragic stories in the present: a young girl
forcibly married to an old man who rapes her then dies the same night;
an unmarried middle-aged woman longing for love and battling
against loneliness and social taboos; and finally, a young woman
forced by society into prostitution and setting herself ablaze at the
end to escape her sordid life. Such topics, normal in many countries
and old-fashioned, perhaps, are novel and even shocking in postrevolution Iranian theatre. Also novel and exciting is the use of body
language to build a visual, rebellious and cunningly subversive
subtext which says more than the verbal text dares to say and
speaks of the unspeakable. Though I was given only a bare outline of
the stories, and could not make out a word of what Ms. Momken was
saying, she managed, through her masterful control of her body and
voice and her amazing emotional mobility, to speak volumes to
me.
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even rem,otely erotic or to which the word pornography could
conceivably apply. Even the role of the seductive gypsy who waylays
farmers on their way home to help her partner steal their cattle was
played by a man in drag. My escort later explained that he had meant the
ve_
rb�l text by his description and not the performance and that any
reference to sex, however oblique, was generally viewed as erotic. I
instantly remembered how Hassan El-Gretly, who had used the word
adultery in his synopsis of Spinning Lives, was asked to replace it with
a less offensive term.
The w9rd experimental, too has a different meaning in Iran, at least
among laymen. When I heard the use.of live music in theatre described
as experimental, I simply gaped. What's experimental about that, I
asked? "It was aBowed only three years ago," was the answer.
-By the same criterion one could. describe as experimental the
mmnent when the long, thick and heavy wig worn by the heroine of
Burnt Temple slipped off when she accidentally sat on it, revealing her
real hair and causing the audience to gasp in chorus. Indeed, the
genuine excitement and suspense caused by that trivial incident would
be hard to match in any experimental theatre;
Of the 23 Iranian plays I saw, Stardust-Stricken (subtitled Without
Dialogue) struck me as the most ambitiously experimental in most
respects. The script, by Atila Pesyani and Mohammad Charmshir,
draws on many sources: William Gibson's Miracle Worker which
dramatises the relationship of Helen Keller to her teacher Annie
Sullivan; Teter Handke's Kaspar; Eugene Ionesco's The Lesson;
and Sophocles's Antigone (a play that seemedto haunt the festival).
At the centre of all four plays is a conflict between a pupil and a
teacher, involving ideas of obedience and rebellion and the meaning of
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. education. Pesyani, who also directed, used Gibson's play as a frame
and starting point then set about twisting it at every step by roping in
characters, details and ideas from the other three plays. The gradual
and subtle transformation of Keller and her teacher into victim and
persecutor, and the switching of roles at the end, briHiantly
performed and orchestrated by Fatima Naqavi and Setare Pesyani,
was at once fascinating and terrifying. As the play progressed, the
concept of education was redefined as a process of systematic
conditioning, involving torture, terrorisation and physical brutality,
and designed to break the will, inculcate obedience, stifle natural
feelings and obliterate individuality and difference.
Encased in a drab wire cage, and constantly flooded with images
flashing on two screens, pupil and teacher grow more savage and
violent; the torment can only end if one of them dies. But here, unlike
Kaspar, The Lesson, 01: Antigone, it is not the young who die.
Helpless, blind, deaf and dumb Keller stabs her teacher, wrenches
away part of the wire screen isolating her from the audience and steps
out in a pool of light to the tune of an American pop song. The sense of
relief and liberation at that moment, after the oppressive gloom, the
relentless cruelty and harrowing scenes, was very much like an
intimation of a new dawn.
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Thre_e Argentinian Tales
at Al-Hanager

*

At Al-Hanager, the sight of Iraqi director, Qasim Mohamed, now
living in the United Arab Emirates and pining to go home, was a
poignant reminder of the war on Iraq, the horrors that led to it and the
sorrows it has left in its wake. Like his last year's Risalat Al-Teyr,
.

.

which he adapted from the famous allegorical poem, Manteq Al-Teyr
(Eng. trans., The Conference of Birds) by the 12 th Century Persian
mystical poet and thinker, Farid Eddin Attar, his current Stories from
the Alleyways of the Third World is also an adaptation and the fruit of

a workshop with young actors organised by Al-Hanager.
This time, however, Mohamed went to Latin America for
inspiration and picked two of three short plays published by
Argentinean writer Osvaldo Dragun in 1957 under the title Three Tales
to be Told

(Historias para ce contadas). Dragun's The Man

Who Became a Dog and The Story of our Friend Bangitto Gonzales
who Felt Responsible for an Outbreak of Bubonic Plague in South
Africa were knocked together, so to speak, slightly altered, and then

rebuilt into one text with two parallel plots, alternating scenes and
points of intersection. One plot shows a man taking on the job of a
watch-dog at a factory when he fails to find any other work and
ending up behaving exactly like a dog and living in a kennel. In the
second, another poor man, also jobless, but with the added burden
of half a dozen kids to feed, is lured by a fat salary to cooperate with
a multi-national company to market rotten, rat meat in the poor Third
*

7.8.2003. In Arabic.
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World. The company makes fat profits and he thrives for a while, But
when the company's products cause an outbreak of bubonic plague in
South Africa, he becomes the natural scapegoat and is solely held
responsible. He ends up back on the streets, but this time shamed and
disgraced, with neither home nor family.
In Qasim Mohamed's adaptation, the two stories shared the same
setting - an alleyway in a slum in South Africa - and offer two
alternating va1iations on the theme of the gradual erosion of people's
humanity under the pressure of poverty, greed and rabid exploitation.
Adopting a style of performance inspired by both Brecht's epic theatre
and Augusto Boal's Theatre of the Oppressed, Mohamed kept the
stage austerely bare, divided it into two separate platforms, with a
long catwalk in the middle, jutting out well into the auditorium. On
each platform, four actors, three men and a woman, alternately
used narration, impersonation and comment to unfold the story
assigned to
· them. There were no sets, only boxes to serve as seats, a desk which
when turned round became a kennel, while a poem by Brecht, painted
in big, black letters on a large, white screen served as a backdrop.
There was no music either, and of props and accessories, there was the
bare minimum - a stick, a cardboard cutout tree and moon, some
glasses and a few coats and scarves to mark changes in character.
Everything depended on the performers' ability to quickly slip in and
out of parts and moods, and to tell their stories neutrally, comment on
them detachedly, as well as ad them outtd the most intimate depths.
With such a stark text and no, visual frills, it's a wonder how this show
manages to touch people so profoundly, address them so in.timately,
moving them at once to laughter and to tears.
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